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Abstract
Standard reservoir simulation schemes employ single-point upstream weighting for approximation
of the convective fluxes when multiple phases or components are present. These schemes intro-
duce both coordinate-line numerical diffusion and crosswind diffusion into the solution that is grid
and geometry dependent.
Families of locally conservative multidimensional upwind schemes are presented for essentially
hyperbolic three-component two-phase flow systems of conservation laws in porous media includ-
ing counter current gravity flow on unstructured grids. The multidimensional methods employ cell-
based tracing, which involves tracing characteristic wave directions over each control-volume sub-
quadrant. The multidimensional methods reduce crosswind diffusion inherent in standard methods
for convective flow approximation in porous media. The schemes are coupled with continuous
Darcy-flux approximations resulting from the elliptic pressure equation on unstructured grids.
Characteristic upwind approximations are proposed and compared with the classical upstream
weighting schemes for cases including gravity segregated flow. When dealing with systems of
hyperbolic equations, upwind characteristic wave decomposition is used for wave tracing. The
multidimensional upwind cell-based tracing formulations are designed for unstructured grids (and
include structured grids by default) and are stable subject to conditions on the tracing direction
and CFL number and satisfy a local maximum principle that ensures solutions are free of spurious
oscillations.
Benefits of the resulting schemes are demonstrated for two-phase flow and a three-component two-
phase flow system including gravity segregated flow. The multidimensional cell based schemes are
shown to reduce crosswind diffusion induced by standard upwind methods, and prove to be partic-
ularly effectively when flow is strongly non-aligned with the grid, leading to improved resolution
of numerical saturation and concentration fronts. Extension of higher order schemes to a three-
component two-phase flow systems of conservation laws on unstructured grids is also presented,
which provides a significant improvement in flow resolution for the system cases. Comparison is
drawn between the methods.
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1. Introduction
Standard reservoir simulation schemes employ single-point upstream weighting for convective
flux approximation. These schemes rely upon upwind information that is determined according to
the grid geometry. As a consequence, directional diffusion is introduced into the solution that is
grid and geometry dependent. By definition, the single-point upstream weighting scheme defines
the control volume face flux by using information that flows across the face. However, crucially
when selecting this data, while the criterion is based on the sign of the wave velocity at the control
volume face, the actual data is defined by wind dependent nearest neighbour coordinate values.
In one dimension, this is sufficient to unambiguously define the scheme in terms of the incoming
wave direction whereas in higher dimensions, the wave direction can be at an angle to the local
grid lines, according to the wave velocity vector direction. The deficiency of the standard scheme
is its failure to recognize from exactly where the wave is coming and consequently fail to use the
genuine upwind data. The effect can be particularly important for cases where flow is across grid
co-ordinate lines and is known as cross-wind diffusion [38, 6, 10, 41, 42, 25, 2, 45, 34].
In order to overcome cross-wind diffusion effects truly multidimensional upwinding schemes have
been proposed in the literature. These methods include the corner transport upwinding (CTU)
[10], the N-scheme [40, 23, 25] and the rotated grid H-box methods [7, 22] for Cartesian grids.
The methods use characteristic information to determine the numerical fluxes via the tracing over
control volumes. They are designed to monitor the average time evolution of the approximation
to the solution within a complete grid cell rather than concentrating on the activity at the inter-
faces. A family of genuine multidimensional wave oriented upwind schemes was first introduced
for reservoir simulation on structured quadrilateral grids in [15, 18] for miscible and two phase
flow in porous media involving linear and nonlinear fluxes. A related method is presented in [27]
for miscible gas injection in porous media on Cartesian grids. The formulation of these schemes
is closely related to the uniform structure of the grid and requires further consideration in extend-
ing them to general unstructured grids. More recently, extension of multidimensional schemes to
unstructured grids in two dimensions for linear and nonlinear fluxes for flow transport in porous
media has been presented in [31, 28, 30] using a cell-vertex multidimensional edge-based tracing
formulation, and in [32] using a cell-vertex multidimensional cell-based tracing formulation, and
in [26] on cell centred unstructured grids.
However the fundamental multidimensional upwind schemes are not designed to overcome coor-
dinate line oriented numerical diffusion, which can remain excessive when flow is parallel to local
coordinate line directions and the methods remain formally first order. Higher order convection
schemes continue to be developed for the essentially hyperbolic systems of reservoir simulation
e.g. [6, 8, 19, 12, 13, 49, 47, 39, 11, 16, 29, 24, 36, 35] and references therein. These schemes
require an extended support to obtain higher order accuracy and are constructed such that the solu-
tion remains free of spurious oscillations. These methods yield benefits in terms of improved front
resolution and have been successfully demonstrated for a variety of multi-phase flow problems in
reservoir simulation.
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This paper presents;
i) Extension of cell-vertex multidimensional upwind schemes, with cell-based upwind tracing to
two-phase and three-component two-phase flow systems, including gravity driven flow on unstruc-
tured grids.
ii) Extension of higher order methods to three-component two-phase flow systems on unstructured
grids.
Method performance is demonstrated with the study of two-phase flow and a three component two-
phase flow polymer flood system in two dimensions. The higher order methods provide a classical
route towards improved resolution of flow fields and also make for an interesting comparison with
the multidimensional schemes.
Multidimensional upwind schemes are made particularly attractive by their local and relatively
small support when compared to higher order methods. The new multidimensional schemes up-
wind in the direction along which waves have traveled and are constructed to be locally conser-
vative for any flux type linear or nonlinear. Conditions for stability, derived in [32] via positivity
analysis, are employed componentwise in this work and yield results of improved resolution that
are essentially free of spurious oscillations.
The schemes are coupled with continuous Darcy-flux approximations for transport [16] and main-
tain a single degree of freedom per control-volume per flow variable. Darcy-flux approxima-
tions are derived within a locally conservative flux-continuous full-tensor finite-volume scheme
framework previously developed for the essentially elliptic component of the reservoir simu-
lation system. The elliptic schemes are known as control-volume distributed multi-point flux
approximation(CVD-MPFA) where flow variables and rock properties are assigned to the control-
volumes of the grid and provide a consistent discretization of the porous medium pressure equation
applicable to general geometry and permeability tensors on structured and unstructured grids, see
e.g. [14, 37, 1, 33, 50] and references therein for further details of the Darcy flux approximation.
The new multidimensional and higher order schemes are formulated and applied to two-phase flow
and a three component two-phase flow system that includes gravity on structured and unstructured
grids.
The paper is organized as follows. After the introduction, the second section introduces the two-
phase flow equations including gravity in two dimensions. The third section describes the discrete
finite-volume formulation. The fourth section is devoted to the formulation of the multidimen-
sional cell-based tracing schemes. Details of the three-component two-phase flow system is given
in section 5 together with the eigenvalue decomposition. The extension of the multidimensional
upwind scheme from two-phase flow to the three-component two-phase flow discrete system is
also presented in section 5. The extension of higher order schemes to the three-component two-
phase flow system on unstructured grids is given in section 6. Numerical results are presented in
section 7 which illustrate the benefits of the new formulations compared to standard methods on
structured and unstructured meshes. Conclusions are presented in section 8.
2. Flow Equations
We consider a multiphase flow system in the presence of gravity where capillary pressure and
dispersion are neglected. The integral form of the multiphase flow continuity equations for Np
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phases, is written as Z

cv
(	
@Sp
@t
+r Vp)d = mp (1)
for p = 1; Np, where the integral is taken over a control-volume 
cv, d is a volume increment,
	 is the porosity and where Sp, Vp and mp are the pth phase saturation, Darcy velocity (defined
below) and specified phase flow rate respectively. Since the pore volume must always be filled
by the fluids present, this gives rise to the volume balance where saturations sum to unity viz;

Np
p=1Sp = 1. The momentum equations are defined through Darcy’s law where the p
th phase ve-
locity is defined asVp = fp(VT (S)gKrh). Here fp = p= is the fractional flow of phase
p and is the ratio of phase mobility p to total mobility . Total mobility  =
PNp
p=1 p, phase
mobility p = krp=p, and krp, p and p are the respective phase relative permeability, viscosity
and density. The density difference = p  where  =
PNp
p=1 pp= is the mean density. VT
is the total Darcy velocity defined byVT =
PNp
p=1Vp which results inVT =  K(r+ grh).
Here K is a diagonal or full elliptic Cartesian permeability tensor,  is the pressure,r  @xi is the
gradient operator and h is the height.
For incompressible flow summation of Equation 4 over the Np phases, together with volume
balance (saturations sum to unity) yields the pressure equation in the formZ

cv
r VTd =  
Z

cv
r  K(r+ grh)d = M (2)
whereM is a specified mass flow rate which is zero away from any source or sink (well).
2.1. Two phase immiscible flow
In this work we consider two phase flow and three component two phase flow. The two phase
water-oil flow equations are considered first, where suffix w denotes water phase and Sw is water
saturation. In particular the water phase velocity is expressed in the fractional flow form Vw =
fw(Sw)(VT   (w o)ogKrh) where fw = fw(Sw) is the water phase fractional flow, and total
velocity VT =  (Kr + (ww + oo)gKrh). The resulting elliptic pressure equation for
two phase flow is written as
 
Z

cv
r  Krd  
Z

cv
r  (ww + oo)gKrhd = M (3)
In preparation for the finite-volume discretization, the velocity divergence is integrated over a
control volume 
cv with surface @
cv via the Gauss divergence theorem, and the water phase
saturation equation is written asZ

cv
	
@Sw
@t
d +
I
@
cv
Vw  n^ds = mw (4)
Neumann boundary conditions apply on solid walls with zero normal flux. Inflow-outflow con-
ditions apply at wells/boundaries where fluxes/pressures are prescribed. Pressure is prescribed at
a minimum of one point for incompressible flow. Initial data in terms of saturation and pressure
fields are also prescribed and water saturation is prescribed at injectors. Further details can be
found in [3].
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2.1.1. Fractional flow and characteristic wave velocity
The fractional flow (Buckley-Leverett) formulation [5] identifies the true hyperbolic nature of
the phase continuity equations. Two phase incompressible flow in absence of capillary pressure is
governed by a single scalar hyperbolic equation for saturation coupled together with the pressure
equation; the saturation for oil is deduced from the volume balance equation, where the saturations
sum to unity.
The water phase velocityVw = fw(VT   (w   o)ogKrh) is now written in the form:
Vw = fwVT + VG (5)
whereVT is the total velocity as before and
VG = g(o   w)Krh
denotes the spatial velocity due to gravity. Corey relative permeabilities are used with krp = korpS

p
where korp is the endpoint value. The fractional flow is defined by:
fw =
w(S)
(S)
=
MS
MS + (1  S) (6)
where mobility ratioM = k
o
rw=w
koro=o
and the function  corresponds to:
 = ofw =
o(S)w(S)
(S)
=
M(1  S)S
MS + (1  S) (7)
where  > 0 defines the order of mobility, and the suffix w is omitted, and it will be understood
that S denotes water saturation. The characteristic wave velocity is defined by
w(S) =
@f
@S
VT +
@
@S
VG: (8)
Upwinding is discussed in the convective flow formulation below and is performed according to
the characteristic wave speed, defined by a discrete approximation of Eq.8. The standard scheme
is well established [21] and provides physically consistent solutions.
3. Vertex Centered Finite Volume Discretisation
A vertex-centered finite volume approximation is used here. We refer to a grid comprised of
triangles and/or quadrilateral cells with edges connected to grid vertices as the primal grid. A
control-volume is constructed around each vertex j by connecting cell-centres to cell edge mid-
points for all cells sharing a common vertex, which gives rise to a dual grid of polygons. Primal
and dual (control-volume) grid segments are illustrated in Figure 1 with continuous and dashed
lines respectively. The control-volume surrounding node j in Figure 1(a) has a bold dashed line.
As a result of forming the dual grid, the primal cells are partitioned into subcells (3 for a triangle
and 4 for a quadrilateral), where each subcell belongs to the control-volume of the vertex to which
it is attached. Fluxes are defined cell-wise, first the elliptic continuous Darcy-fluxes are defined
normal to each (dashed) subcell-face (from here on called a subface) inside the primal grid cells.
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A flux-continuous control-volume distributed multi-point flux approximation (CVD-MPFA)
finite-volume scheme is employed for the elliptic pressure equation, we refer to e.g. [14, 37, 20]
for details of the elliptic approximation. Here we show how the elliptic approximation is coupled
with the convective approximation. Using the Gauss divergence theorem Eq. 2 is written as a
surface integral where Z

cv
r VTd =
I
@
cv
VT  dn (9)
and when applied over a control-volume comprised of discrete surface increments Eq. 9 is inte-
grated over a discrete control-volume 
cv with boundary @
cv comprised of surface increments
termed subfaces. The integral is expressed as the sum of outward normal flux over each of the
surface increments or subfaces of the control-volume 
cv. Two subfaces are associated with each
field edge connected to the central vertex, and one subface for boundary edges. For example for
the key edge connecting i and j in Fig. 1(b), one subface connects the lower triangle cell centre xL
to the edge mid-point xe, and the second subface connects the upper (quad) cell centre xU to edge
mid-point xe. Subfaces are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 1(a) which illustrate a control-volume
perimeter, and in Fig. 1(c) which shows subfaces attached to the edge connecting i and j, that we
label e. The lower and upper subfaces have local indices k = 1 and k = 2 respectively. Approxi-
mation of the lower subface integral
R xe
xL
VT dn is denoted by FTe;1 and the upper subface integralR xU
xe VT  dn is denoted by FTe;2 . Net divergence over a control-volume surrounding a primal grid
vertex is then approximated by the sum of edge based accumulated fluxes, with approximation of
the closed integral Eq. 9 given by
NedVX
e=1
NeX
k=1
FTe;k = Mj (10)
whereMj = 0 away from sources and sinks (or wells) and NedV is the number of edges connected
to the central vertex j, and Ne is the number of subfaces attached to edge e. The phase continuity
equations (4) are coupled through the pressure equation (10).
In this work for convective multi-phase flow each normal subface flux is first used to deter-
mine a local upwind approximation. The resulting cell-wise convective approximations are then
accumulated with respect to the primal cell edges to which the subfaces are connected, and finally
control-volume divergence is formed as before, by summation of the edge based accumulated con-
vective fluxes with sum over edges attached to the grid vertex. The approximation is expressed as
follows:
Let NedV be the total number of edges of the primal mesh connected to vertex j and j the jth
control-volume area. The semi-discrete finite volume form of Equation (4) (with phase velocity
defined by Eq. 5) for multi-phase flow on unstructured grids is written as
	jj
d
dt
Sj +
NedVX
e=1
NeX
k=1
[f(SnLe;k ; S
n
Re;k
)FTe;k(
n+1) + (SnLe;k ; S
n
Re;k
)FGe;k ] = mj; (11)
where FTe;k ; FGe;k are the respective discrete flux approximations of total velocity flux and spatial
gravity velocity flux c.f. Eq. 5, and as before k sums over the local number of subfaces attached
to edge e. On boundaries Ne = 1 otherwise Ne = 2 in the field where two subcell faces join at
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the edge midpoint, one from either side. Here f(SnLe;k ; S
n
Re;k
) and (SnLe;k ; S
n
Re;k
) have double argu-
ments denoting numerical approximations of fractional flow and non-linear gravity terms, which
are defined below via an upwind flux and SnLe;k ; S
n
Re;k
are left and right hand states of the water
phase saturation with respect to each subface k of edge e, and n denotes the time level of the vari-
ables.
The elliptic Darcy-flux comprised of the discrete total velocity flux FTe;k and gravity flux FGe;k is
computed at a single quadrature point per subcell face [14], with sub-face index k and attached to
edge e(i; j). As before the index k = 1; Ne loops over the connecting subfaces attached to edge
e, where Ne = 1 at a boundary and Ne = 2 otherwise. mj denotes the phase flow rate, which is
prescribed at wells and is zero otherwise.
We note that;
(i) For the standard first order upwind formulation SnLe;k ; S
n
Re;k
correspond to the left and right hand
vertex control-volume values Sni ; S
n
j of the saturation with respect to edge e.
(ii) In the case of the multi-dimensional formulation presented below, the values of SnLe;k ; S
n
Re;k
will
be defined by upwind wave tracing in subcells of the primal cells k = 1; Ne that are attached to
edge e, and will only correspond to the vertex values if the wave vector is aligned with the edge.
The phase continuity equations are coupled through the discrete pressure equation
NedVX
e=1
NeX
k=1
FTe;k(
n+1) = Mj (12)
The system Equations 11 and 12 are solved sequentially, Equation 12 is first solved implicitly for
pressure ( i.e. total velocity flux is a function of n+1) while Equation 11 is solved explicitly in this
formulation for saturation. Thus the formulation developed here is implicit pressure explicit satu-
ration (IMPES). Time integration is illustrated with the explicit Forward Euler method, although
a maximum principle preserving Runge-Kutta method is equally applicable [9]. The focus here is
on the spatial discretization. The discrete cell based finite-volume scheme is now written as:
	jj(S
n+1
j   Snj ) + t
NedVX
e=1
NeX
k=1
[f(SnLe;k ; S
n
Re;k
)FTe;k(
n+1) + (SnLe;k ; S
n
Re;k
)FGe;k ] = mj; (13)
Characteristic Upwind Scheme
To simplify notation, we denote the numerical Darcy phase flux of Eq.13 by Ve;k(SnLe;k ; S
n
Re;k
)
where now
Ve;k(S
n
Le;k
; SnRe;k) = [f(S
n
Le;k
; SnRe;k)FTe;k(
n+1) + (SnLe;k ; S
n
Re;k
)FGe;k ]; (14)
then the vertex centered finite volume discretization of Eq. 13 on unstructured grids takes the
simpler form:
	jj(S
n+1
j   Snj ) + t
NedVX
e=1
NeX
k=1
Ve;k(S
n
Le;k
; SnRe;k) = mj; (15)
Next we define the semi-analytical Darcy phase flux by Ve;k(S) with single argument, by
Ve;k(S) = f(S)FTe;k(
n+1) + (S)FGe;k ; (16)
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Figure 1: (a) Control-volume j is closed loop (dashed line) around vertex j (b) compact stencil for flux approximation,
lower and upper cells sharing edge e with vertices i and j (c) subcells that contribute to upwind wave tracing and
approximation I-IV. E.g. if subcell flux component along edge e is positive (convention flow from i to j), wave
path tracing will be defined via flux ratios in subcell I and/or subcell II depending upon signs of respective subcell
component fluxes. Subfaces of vertex control-volumes have dashed lines. Lower and upper subfaces (k=1,2) connect
cell mid-points to the common edge e midpoint.
where f(S) and (S) are the respective analytical fractional flow and gravity non-linearity terms.
Then the characteristic wave velocity resolved on the kth subface is given by
we;k(S) =
@f
@S
FTe;k(
n+1) +
@
@S
FGe;k ; (17)
which is used to determine the upwind sign in the definition of the upwind flux. The characteristic
upwind flux approximation used here is defined by:
Ve;k(S
n
Le;k
; SnRe;k) =
8<:
Ve;k(S
n
Le;k
) if we;k(S) > 0, for S 2 [SLe;k ; SRe;k ],
Ve;k(S
n
Re;k
) if we;k(S) < 0, for S 2 [SLe;k ; SRe;k ],
VLLFe;k otherwise
(18)
where at sonic points, a Local Lax Friedrichs (LLF) flux approximation VLLFe provides a local
entropy satisfying flux that disperses expansion shocks [44, 21]. The sonic loci are determined
using a test for the change of sign in we;k evaluated at the left and right states of the local Riemann
problem. Practically, the LLF approximation is adopted when we;k(SLe;k) < 0 and we;k(SRe;k) > 0
which has proved effective and minimises additional dissipation [17]. The Local Lax Friedrichs
numerical flux is written as:
VLLFe;k =
1
2
[(Ve;k(S
n
Le;k
) +Ve;k(S
n
Re;k
))  max
[SnLe;k
;SnRe;k
]
j we;k j (SnRe;k   SnLe;k)]: (19)
Finally we note that this flux is defined cell-wise on each subface with definition of wave
velocity in cells (subface indices k = 1 and k = 2) attached to edge e respectively. The flux
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reduces to a subface first order upwind method wheneverVe;k(SnLe;k) = Ve;k(S
n
i ) andVe;k(S
n
Re;k
) =
Ve;k(S
n
j ). However the multi-dimensional method uses directional upwind interpolated data to
define SLe;k ; SRe;k , as described below.
4. Locally Conservative Multi-Dimensional Cell-Based Upwind Approximations
The standard first order (single-point upstream weighting) scheme defines the control volume
face flux using the sign of the wave (characteristic or flow) velocity at the control volume face,
with the actual data defined by the nearest neighbour coordinate value. While this is sufficient in
one dimension to unambiguously define the flux in terms of the incoming wave information, in
higher dimensions the wave direction is defined by the angle of the wave velocity vector.
Thus the standard scheme can fail to recognize the wave vector direction and consequently fail to
use the genuine upwind data. The actual physical wave direction which can be at some angle to
the coordinate lines, and capturing genuine upwind data requires that the scheme has the ability
to use data within a cell radius of each control-volume face. On a structured quadrilateral grid, a
genuine multidimensional scheme will increase the support-stencil from five nodes to nine nodes
in two dimensions, completing the square of nodes surrounding the central node. This enhances
stability and permits a unit directional CFL number ([10, 15]) on structured grids.
The main idea of the multidimensional scheme is to define the upwind flux approximation by
tracing back from the control-volume subface along the two-dimensional characteristic or wave
vector path to the point of intersection with the upwind adjacent coordinate lines (adjacent edges
of the cell) whenever possible and thereby use appropriately interpolated data to define the upwind
scheme. The approximation of the wave vector direction is an important component of the multi-
dimensional method, since this is used to define the tracing paths. Here tracing is performed with
respect to the control-volume subface flux flow paths defined below. In this section, two key issues
are addressed namely:
1. The definition of the upwind direction based on the local wave velocity defined over the
subcells and
2. The choice of the weighting coefficients to minimize the cross-wind diffusion while preserv-
ing positivity.
4.1. Formulation using data
First, we consider two phase flow and present a family of genuinely multidimensional cell-
based finite-volume schemes on unstructured grids using a data based formulation. Consider the
key edge e and the adjacent cells sharing the edge as shown in Figure 2. Let e1 and e2 denote the
control volume sub-faces connected to edge e(i; j) oriented from i to j belonging to the adjacent
cells cell1 and cell2. The left and right states used at the integration point of the control volume sub-
faces connected the edge e(i; j) are defined by tracing back to the left and right right hand edges of
the cell and using data interpolated along the respective edges. The actual point of intersection with
each edge is determined by the path along which the data travels. The characteristic flow paths are
determined from subface fluxes defined in the cells, and are therefore determined at a finer scale
than previous schemes which use edge assembled fluxes [31, 30]. Stability of the schemes will
require limiting conditions be placed on the local flow angles in the cells [32].
We now give the general form of the left and right hand data relative to the subface connected
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to the mid-point of key edge e, in terms of dimensionless interpolant parameters e;k (left hand
adjacent cell edge), e;k (right hand adjacent cell edge) where 0  e;k  1 and 0  e;k  1. This
convention is adopted for each subface k = 1; Ne relative to the key edge e(i; j). On triangular
cells the data values are defined by:
SnLe;1 = (1  e;1)Sni + e;1Sn1 ; (20)
SnRe;1 = (1  e;1)Snj + e;1Sn1 ;
and on quadrilateral cells by:
SnLe;2 = (1  e;2)Sni + e;2Sn2 ; (21)
SnRe;2 = (1  e;2)Snj + e;2Sn4 :
The interpolant parameters (e;k; e;k) are locally defined according to flow angle, by wave tracing
using the subcell sub-face fluxes as indicated in Figure 2. Thus the data interpolant takes account
of the true wave direction, giving rise to a multidimensional approximation when used in the flux.
Limiting required for stability is given below, with respect to a local frame of reference along each
edge of the cell in question.
i j
1
c
a
e
(a) Triangular cell (cell1)
bd
ei
j
2 4
(b) Quadrilateral cell (cell2)
Figure 2: Local tracing: local interpolant points are indicated by a star and tracing streamlines are shown in dotted
arrows. Grey arrows illustrate sub-cell fluxes calculated at the centre of cell edges.
In the following, we present the method with respect to triangular cell, labelled cell 1, the suffix
(e; k) is replaced by (e; 1). Extensions of the formulations to a quadrilateral cell, labelled here as
cell 2 is done similarly.
4.2. Nonlinear Multi-dimensional Flux
We have developed both multi-dimensional upwind data and flux formulations. Here we
present the multi-dimensional upwind flux formulation as a two step process:
4.2.1. Step I: The flux interpolant
where we define the generalized flux for the triangular cell 1 by:
Ve;k(S
n
Le;1
) = (1  e;1)Ve;k(Sni ) + e;1Ve;k(Sn1 ); (22)
Ve;k(S
n
Re;1
) = (1  e;1)Ve;k(Snj ) + e;1Ve;k(Sn1 ): (23)
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4.2.2. Step II: Limiting Strategy Tracing with Characteristic Velocity
The tracing step is common to both the multi-dimensional upwind data and flux formulations,
and is described here for a positive incoming wave. The resolved aqueous phase characteristic
wave speed at the subface of cell 1 attached to edge e(i; j) is:
We;1 =
(
Ve;1(Sj) Ve;1(Si)
Sj Si ; j Sj   Si j ;
we;1(S); j Sj   Si j .
(24)
which is a discrete approximation of the wave speed of Eq. 8 resolved along the control-volume
subface normal, defined by the Rankine-Hugoniot shock speed for any discrete difference in edge
vertex saturations (where  is a tolerance), with Darcy fluxVe;1 defined by Equation (16), otherwise
the characteristic wave speed we;1 is defined by Equation (17).
Note here that the resultant characteristic wave tracing direction is determined by the ratio of wave
speeds resolved on normals of respective subfaces attached to edges e and c in this case. The
subface speed Wc;1 associated with edge c of cell 1 has an equivalent definition to Equation (24),
using data associated with edge c.
Thus for an incoming positive wave, the flux ratio Re;1 becomes:
Re;1 =
Wc;1
We;1
; (25)
and the weighting factor is written as:
e;1  min(1; Re;1) with  =

1
2
ifWc;1 < 0,
1 otherwise (26)
where the above limiting conditions, together with the CFL condition ensure positivity (local dis-
crete maximum principle) and are derived in [32]. The right hand flux is defined in terms of e;1 in
analogous fashion for an incoming negative wave.
5. Three-component two-phase flow system
The integral conservation equations for a polymer flood three component two phase flow sys-
tem over 
 in the absence of source and sink terms are written as:Z


	
@S
@t
+
I
@
cv
F(S)dL = 0; (27)
where F = (V  n^; CV  n^)t is the column flux vector, S is the vector of conservative variables
defined by S = (S; SC)T and n^dL is the outward normal surface increment of the control-volume
boundary. In this section, S denotes the miscible phase saturation and C the component concen-
tration in the miscible phase, here the aqueous phase, V = V(S) refers to the Darcy velocity of
the aqueous phase defined by:
V = f(S)VT + (S)VG (28)
and the velocity resolved along direction n^ is denoted V (S) = V  n^. The fractional flow takes the
same form as in Equation (6) where the water viscosity is now a function of concentration and is
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set to w = 0:5 + C. Thus the water phase is now a function of saturation and concentration.
Characteristic Upwind Approximation
We use a characteristic decomposition upwind scheme. The system is first decomposed into char-
acteristic form. Decomposition is performed via a local transformation with respect to the control
volume sub-face k attached to edge e
S = Re;kU; (29)
where Re is the matrix of right eigenvalues of the system Jacobian matrix A = @F@S and the matrix
of eigenvalues  e;k is defined via
 e;k = R
 1
e;kAe;kRe;k (30)
and S, U represent the respective conservative and characteristic variable increments. The
matrix of discrete eigenvalues  e;k is written as
 e;k =
24 @V (S)@S 0
0 V (S)
S
35 : (31)
and the eigenvector transformation matrixRe;k is defined by:
Re;k =
24 1 @V (S)@C
C C @V (S)
@C
+ S(V (S)
S
  @V (S)
@S
)
35 : (32)
The upwind scheme is in effect applied to each characteristic wave component and the discrete
system is recomposed into a conservative form. The numerical flux corresponding to the control
volume k attached to edge e is defined by:
F(SLe;k ;SRe;k) =
1
2
[F(SLe;k) + F(SRe;k) R j  e;k j R 1(SRe;k   SLe;k)]; (33)
In the presence of stagnation points or if equal eigenvalues are detected (in which case, Re;k
becomes singular), a LLF-Rusanov flux approximation is applied locally [17]. The approximate
flux will then take the LLF-Rusanov form:
F(SLe;k ;SRe;k) =
1
2
[F(SLe;k) + F(SRe;k)  j  RUe j (SRe;k   SLe;k)]; (34)
where
j  RU j= max
[SL;SR]
max
m
j  me;k(S) j I; (35)
where  me;k is them
th diagonal entry of the 22matrix  RUe;k . First order reconstruction corresponds
with SLe;k = Si and SRe;k = Sj .
The vertex centered finite volume approximation of Equation (27) with respect to control vol-
ume j then takes the form
	jj
Sn+1j   Snj
t
+
NedVX
e=1
NeX
k=1
F(SLe;k ;SRe;k)4Le;k = 0; (36)
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where F(SLe;k ;SRe;k)4Le;k denotes the discrete cell-based Darcy flux system vector of Eq’s.
33,34, where
F(SLe;k)4Le;k = [Ve;k(SLe;k); Ce;kVe;k(SLe;k)]t (37)
is evaluated at the sub-face k of length 4Le;k attached to edge e. The flux F(SRe;k)4Le;k has
an equivalent definition in terms of SRe;k and the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are corresponding
subface normal resolved quantities. In the system case Ve;k(S) is a function of saturation and
concentration. The multidimensional data approximation of SLe;k ;SRe;k is described in the section
below. The CFL condition now applies with respect to the maximum eigenvalue of the system.
5.1. Three component two-phase flow multidimensional upwind tracing scheme
In this section, the multidimensional cell-based schemes presented above for two phase flow
are extended to the system of conservation laws, and involve componentwise multidimensional
data reconstructions with respect to the subfaces k attached to key edge e.
Primitive Variable Tracing
The multidimensional method used here involves tracing on the characteristic wave directions de-
fined by the eigenvalues of the system. This is achieved using the resolved wave speeds analogous
to the scalar case.
For the saturation variable, the Rankine-Hugoniot wave speedWe;1 is used as described in section
4 above, which corresponds to subface normal resolution of the first eigenvalue @V (S)
@S
.
For the concentration, an analogous tracing is employed, now using an approximation of the sub-
face normally resolved second eigenvalue corresponding to V (S)
S
, with discrete approximation de-
fined by Ve;1=S.
The left and right cell-based multidimensional saturation and concentration reconstructions with
respect to the subface in cell 1 attached to key edge e, are written as:
SLe;1 = Si +Pce;1Ci1; (38)
SRe;1 = Sj +Pae;1Cj1; (39)
where C = (S;C)T is the vector of primitive variables, P is the transform matrix between con-
servative and primitive variables and the tensors of weighting factors e;1 and e;1 are diagonal
matrices, with components defined by the limited tracing angles following section 4.2.2, using
the above resolved system wave speeds. This completes the definition of the multidimensional
characteristic reconstructions. Note in each tracing case that SLe;1 and SRe;1 is now substituted in
Eq’s.33,34,36 to complete the definition of the multidimensional scheme.
6. Higher Resolution Reconstruction for Systems
The higher order scheme uses extended support with respect to an edge, with reconstructed
gradients defined by edge slopes and trace-back from the left edge vertex and trace-forward from
right edge vertex to construct gradients in cells attached to respective edge vertices, we refer to
[16, 29? ] for details. Slope limiters then force a local maximum principle which prevents spurious
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oscillations as described in [16, 29? ]. For systems higher order reconstruction is defined by
SLe;1 = Si +Re;k
+
e;kR
 1
e;kSe; (40)
SRe;1 = Sj  Re;k e;kR 1e;kSe;
(41)
whereSe = Sj   Si and +e;k; e;k are column vectors of slope limiters [48, 4]. For systems
the respective slope limiter components apply to ratios of characteristic gradients [13]. The vector
of characteristic gradients at edge e is defined by R 1e;kSe. The limiter vector 
+
e;k is a function
of the ratio of respective trace-back characteristic gradient components divided by the respective
components of characteristic gradients at edge e. The limiter vector e;k is a function of the ratio
of respective trace-forward characteristic gradient components divided by the respective compo-
nents of characteristic gradients at edge e. Standard limiters can be used, here we use the Fromm
limiter [46], formulated for general grids as in [29].
Referring to the characteristic increments U, we illustrate the limiter with respect to the
component variable U and define the difference in U over the edge e Fig.3, as
Uji = Uj   Ui (42)
where it is now understood that Uji with a double suffix denotes a difference in U . Referring to
Fig.3 the left and right states UL and UR at the midpoint of the key edge e (joining vertices i and
j) are defined as follows: the left state
UL = Ui +
1
2
+Uji; (43)
where + = (r+ji) is a function of the directional gradient ratio
r+ji =
Uiu=riu
Uji=rji
: (44)
between i to j, and u to i, Fig. 3. Similarly the right state
uR = Uj   1
2
 Uji; (45)
where   = (r ji) is a function of directional gradient ratio
r ji =
Udj=rdj
Uji=rji
: (46)
between j to d, and i to j, Fig. 3. Directional gradients are constructed by extrapolating along
the key edge defined by vector rji in the respective upstream and downstream directions, to the
indicated points u and d respectively, see arrows in Fig. 3. The corresponding component limiter
is written as
(r) = max(0;min(2r; 2;
riu +rjir
riu +rji
)); (47)
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(a)
Figure 3: Higher Order Support: Slope limiters are reconstructed from edge gradient and respective left(right) hand
triangle gradient for left(right) state. If the left(right) hand cell is a quadrilateral, such as the dashed line quad attached
to j, then it is decomposed into 2 triangles and interpolation takes place on the resulting triangle attached to j.
where the distance weightings are indicated in Fig. 3, and the limiter reduces to the Fromm limiter
on a uniformly spaced mesh. The vertex centered higher resolution finite-volume approximation
of Equation (27) with respect to control volume j then takes the form
	jj
Sn+1j   Snj
t
+
NedVX
e=1
NeX
k=1
F(SLe;k ;SRe;k)4Le;k = 0; (48)
where F(SLe;k ;SRe;k)4Le;k denotes the discrete cell-based Darcy flux (defined by Eq’s. 33,34 and
37) evaluated at the sub-face k of length 4Le;k attached to edge e, and the higher resolution data
of Eq. 40 is used in the flux of Eq’s. 33,34 and 37. Again the CFL condition applies with respect
to the maximum eigenvalue of the system.
7. Results
Five cases are presented. Case 1 involves two-phase channel flow with a near flux. Case 2
involves two-phase flow with gravity. Cases 3 to 5 involve three-component two-phase flow; case
3 involves channel flow with a uniform full-tensor permeability field. Case 4 involves channel flow
in a heterogeneous domain with meandering high permeability channels. Case 5 involves gravity
segregation. Normalised time is expressed in pore volumes injected (PVI).
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(a) Zigzag Grid
Figure 4: (a) 41x41 Zigzag Triangular Grid
A consistent elliptic Darcy flux is used in all cases, so that any grid induced errors are due to
the convective flux approximation. The first case involves a linear flux so that data tracing and
flux tracing are identical. The multidimensional flux of Eq. 22 is used for the scalar case 2. For
the system results, characteristic tracing is used, with reconstruction of conservative variables via
the primitive variables Eq. 38, which was found to be slightly more effective than characteristic
variables in case 2. We have used flux of multidimensional data for the system cases, which is a
more natural choice for systems.
7.1. CASE 1: Uniform flow on a zigzag grid
The first case involves uniform inflow with a linear flux. The challenge is to capture the dis-
continuity which is convected across the domain on a zigzag triangular grid shown in Fig. 4.
The standard first order method result computed on a Cartesian grid is shown in Fig. 5(a), and
the standard first order result computed on the zigzag triangular grid is shown in Fig. 5(b). The
standard first order result of Fig. 5(b) clearly shows a grid orientation effect that is induced by
the cross-wind diffusion inherent in the single-point upwind scheme on the zigzag grid. The mul-
tidimensional scheme result, Fig. 5(c) shows that the multidimensional method clearly reduces
the grid orientation effect. While the fundamental multidimensional scheme reduces cross-wind
diffusion, this case also shows that the multidimensional scheme is first order and does not re-
duce coordinate aligned diffusion, as is seen by comparison with standard first order scheme on a
Cartesian grid, that is aligned with the uniform flow direction, Fig. 5(a). The higher order method
yields a significant improvement in flow resolution, Fig. 5(d). These results are consistent with the
respective definitions of the first order multi-dimensional method, and the high-order method.
7.2. CASE 2: Two-phase flow gravity segregation
The second test case involves gravity driven two-phase flow. Quadratic relative permeabilities
are assumed with  = 2. The mobility ratio is set to unity. The permeability tensor is assumed to
be diagonal isotropic.
The initial condition consists of an oil lens sitting on top of a shale barrier, in an otherwise gas
filled reservoir, with solid walls at the sides and top boundaries. Pressure is specified on the lower
boundary. In the absence of the shale barrier, the problem essentially involves flow with an infinite
gravity number. Note that the two-phase flow formulation presented applies equally to water and
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Figure 5: (a) Standard First order on a 41x41 Cartesian mesh. Results on 41x41 Zigzag Grid: (b) Standard First order.
(c) Multidimensional First order. (d) Higher order.
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oil and other two-phase combinations such as oil and gas.
The boundaries and initial interface are shown in Figure 6. Oil saturations are shown at the same
Figure 6: Case 2: Initial Conditions
output time 0.25 pore volumes injected (PVI) where the shock due to the downward moving heavier
oil phase has formed followed by the Buckley Leverett expansion. A CFL of 0.45 is used for the
first order method. The time step is reduced by a factor 2 for higher order results. The reference
solution is computed on a uniform 65x65 Cartesian grid using standard higher order and shown in
Figure 7. The methods are tested on a coarse unstructured quadrilateral grid shown in Figure 8(a)
and compared with the reference solution in Figure 7.
The standard first order method results on the unstructured grid shows a smeared front Figure
8(b).
The multidimensional method using characteristic tracing Figure 8(c)) provides oscillation free re-
sults with slightly sharper resolution of the saturation front, particularly in regions where cross-flow
is important, when compared with standard first order. The results show that even on a very coarse,
poor quality unstructured grid, some improvement is still gained by the higher order method, where
the results show there is less spread in shock front resolution Figure 8(d) versus Figure 8(b), and
while the multi-dimensional method has smaller impact, the result still shows less spread of the
front Figure 8(c) versus Figure 8(b), and Figure 8(c) shows the trend of Figure 8(d).
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Figure 7: (a)Reference Solution: Standard higher order on a 65x65 Cartesian mesh.
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Figure 8: (a)Unstructured quad-mesh 128 vertices. (b)standard first order method. (c) Multidimensional upwind
method. (d) Higher order.
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Figure 9: (a)Reference Solution: Standard higher order on a 256x256 Cartesian mesh.
7.3. CASE 3: High mobility, full-tensor, three-component two-phase system
The three-component two-phase flow test case consists of a polymer flood into an oil filled
reservoir, where the injected aqueous phase is comprised of polymer miscible with water. Gravity
is not present in this example, which is convection dominant (zero gravity number). Quadratic
relative permeabilities are assumed with  = 2 and the normalised aqueous viscosity is a function
of polymer concentration with  = 0:5 + C. Injection of polymer miscible with water causes a
contact discontinuity to form in aqueous saturation, which terminates the rarefaction, followed by
a constant state before a shock.
The test case involves a full homogeneous permeability tensor with a 40 : 1 anisotropy ratio and
principal axes oriented at 45 degrees to the reservoir domain horizontal, which induces strong two-
dimensional cross-flow. Water and polymer are injected on the left hand boundary, pressure is
specified on the right hand boundary, zero flow solid wall conditions hold on the upper and lower
walls. The mobility ratio is set equal to 10. The reference solution on a 256  256 Cartesian grid
is shown in Figure 9.
The computed saturation and concentration contours are shown in figures 10 computed at the same
reference output time using a 4225 node regular grid, with the prescribed initial data (S;C) =
(0:05; 0:01).
The first order results (Figure 10(a),(b)) show smeared front resolution.
The multidimensional results of Figure 10(c),(d) are oscillation free and show a clear improvement
of saturation and concentration front resolution in comparison with the first order results (Figure
10(a),(b)). The results show that the saturation and concentration fronts are captured with improved
resolution across the grid by the multidimensional method, with significantly reduced cross-wind
diffusion when compared to the standard upwind method, and again favor the higher order results
in trend.
The higher order method results Figure 10(e),(f) show a dramatic improvement in the resolution of
the respective saturation concentration contours, where the expansion fan, contact and shock are
clearly visible.
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Figure 10: (a) standard first order saturation. (b) standard first order concentration.(c) Multidimensional saturation.
(d) Multidimensional concentration. (e) higher order saturation. (f) higher order concentration.
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Figure 11: Heterogeneous permeability field.
7.4. CASE 4: Heterogeneous domain with meandering channels, three component two-phase sys-
tem
The next three-component two-phase flow test case consists of a polymer flood into an oil filled
reservoir, where the injected aqueous phase is comprised of polymer miscible with water. As in the
previous case gravity is not present in this example, which is convection dominant (zero gravity
number). Quadratic relative permeabilities are assumed with  = 2 and the normalised aqueous
viscosity is a function of polymer concentration with  = 0:5 + C.
This test case involves a full heterogeneous permeability field with meandering channels across the
reservoir domain [43] shown in Fig. 11. Water and polymer are injected on the left hand boundary,
pressure is specified on the right hand boundary, zero flow solid wall conditions hold on the upper
and lower walls. The mobility ratio is set equal to 100. High mobility ratios lead to shallow shock
profiles with a much longer expansion regions.
The computed saturation and concentration contours are shown in figures 12 computed at the same
reference output time using a 800 node regular grid, with the prescribed initial data (S;C) =
(0:01; 0:01). The first order results (Figure 12(a),(b)) show the most smearing in resolution of the
saturation and concentration fronts along the channels .
The multidimensional results of Figure 12(c),(d) show more advanced saturation and concentra-
tion fronts along the channels when compared to the first order results (Figure 12(a),(b)). Together
with the more advanced front positions, the multidimensional results indicate slightly less spread-
ing across the high permeability channels, which favors the higher order results in trend.
The higher order method results Figure 12(e),(f) show clearer resolution of the respective sat-
uration and concentration contours, indicating that the fronts primarily advance along the high
permeability channels.
7.5. CASE 5: Gravity driven three-component two-phase system
A gravity driven three-component two-phase flow system is considered. Initial conditions con-
sist of an aqueous phase comprised of polymer miscible with water sitting on top of oil in an
idealized square domain [0; 1] [0; 1] with the fluid interface above a solid horizontal shale barrier
in the middle of the domain at y = 0:5 with lateral extent 0:5  x  1, which extends halfway
across the domain. Solid wall boundary conditions apply at the side and upper boundaries and
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Figure 12: (a) standard first order saturation. (b) standard first order concentration. (c) Multidimensional saturation.
(d) Multidimensional concentration. (e) higher order saturation. (f) higher order concentration.
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pressure is prescribed on the lower boundary.
Saturation and concentration values are specified with the prescribed initial data (shown in Fig. 13
S;C = 0:2; 0:2; y  0:7;
S;C = 1:0; 0:7; otherwise. (49)
Quadratic relative permeabilities are assumed with  = 2 and the normalised aqueous viscosity is
a function of polymer concentration with  = 0:5 + C.
The numerical case involves a diagonal homogeneous permeability tensor with mobility ratio set
equal to 1.
We note that if the shale barrier is absent, the problem is one-dimensional with infinite gravity num-
ber. The barrier induces two dimensional flow in an otherwise infinite gravity number problem,
posing a major challenge to any scheme proposed for solving a system of essentially hyperbolic
transport equations with reverse flow. Consequently the flow solver must be entropy satisfying and
be able to resolve rarefactions, shocks and concentration discontinuities.
All water saturation and concentration contours are shown at the same output time 0.5 PVI. A CFL
of 0.6 is used for the first order method. The time step is reduced by a factor 2 for higher order
results.
The reference solution is computed on a 128x128 Cartesian grid is shown in Figure 15. The nature
of the reference solution fronts is carefully noted in making the comparisons between the methods
and corresponding conclusions below. Results are shown on an unstructured triangular grid (coarse
grid 1060 nodes) and regular 4225 node triangular grid (fine grid) shown in Figure 14.
Standard first order results on the unstructured grids show a smeared front Figure 16(a,b), and dis-
tortion of the concentration front due to the grid orientation effects caused by cross-wind diffusion.
The cell based multi-dimensional flux formulation is employed with characteristic upwind trac-
ing and primitive variable reconstruction. The multidimensional cell-based tracing results Figure
16(c,d), are free of spurious oscillations and improve resolution of the respective water saturation
expansion fan and shock, particularly around the leading edge of the front, with similar improve-
ment in concentration front resolution in comparison with the standard first order results (Figure
16(a,b)). Finer grid results show that the standard first order scheme results improve under refine-
ment Figure 17(a,b). Again flow resolution is improved by the multi-dimensional scheme Figure
17(c,d) (on the same finer grid) relative to the standard first order results of Figure 17(a,b). While
both methods are formally first order accurate, the multi-dimensional upwind results indicate im-
proved resolution of fluid fronts relative to the standard first order upwind method on a given grid,
indicating that reduced cross-wind diffusion is achieved by the multi-dimensional scheme for a
given grid level.
Higher order scheme results are shown Figure 18 computed using the Fromm limiter. While
the higher order scheme provides sharper resolution of the saturation and concentration fields, the
comparison between the three schemes (standard first order upwind, multidimensional upwind,
higher order upwind c.f. Figures 16,17,18) shows that the multidimensional results exhibit similar
trends in improved resolution to that of the higher order results. This is particularly note worthy
since the multidimensional schemes do not depend on the extended support and slope limiters that
form a crucial part of the higher order method.
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(a)
Figure 13: Heterogeneous permeability field.
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(b) 4225 nodes and 8192 cells
Figure 14: Coarse (left) and Fine (right) unstructured triangle grids.
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Figure 15: Reference solution, 128x128 Cartesian grid . (a) Saturation profile; (b) concentration profile.
8. Conclusions
Both multidimensional upwind cell-based tracing schemes and higher resolution methods have
been developed for solving three-component two phase flow systems of conservation laws in
porous media on structured and unstructured grids. The methods are applied to two-phase flow
and three-component two-phase flow problems including gravity driven flow problems. Compar-
isons with the standard first order method (single point upstream weighting) are made on structured
grids and on triangular and quadrilateral unstructured grids. The multidimensional cell-based trac-
ing schemes provide improved resolution of the saturation fields and concentration fronts in each
case, with varying degrees of success according to the problem and grid used.
While the fundamental multidimensional upwind method remains formally first order accurate,
the distinction from the standard first order upwind method is in the design of the approximation
to capture cross-flow. The multidimensional results show that the method is increasingly effective
with increase in strength of cross-flow, which is confirmed by case 3 which has the maximum
cross-flow of the five cases presented, and in that sense the results are self-consistent.
The higher order schemes yield results with a significant improvement in resolution of the
saturation fields and concentration fronts relative to the standard first order method, except for
very coarse grids where the improvement is less pronounced. Comparisons are also made between
the multidimensional method and the higher order method results. While the higher order schemes
provide sharper resolution, the improved results achieved by the multidimensional schemes exhibit
similar trends to the higher order results and it is noted that the multidimensional schemes do not
depend on the extended support and slope limiters that form crucial components of the higher order
method.
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